Welcome to Studley Park Kindergarten
When you start kinder you will have your own special locker with a special symbol – either a butterfly, sunglasses, stove or something else.

This is where you put your bag and all your belongings while you are at kinder.
Inside the kinder room is the Snack Trolley.
This is where you need to put your snack box every day.
Once you have put your bag and snack box away you need to come down to the mat where the teachers will be waiting to meet you. We will have some toys ready for you to play with.

This is where you say goodbye to mum, dad (whoever is dropping you off) and choose something to play with.

When everyone arrives at kinder we pack up all the toys on the mat and put them away on the toy trolley.
We then sit on the mat to listen to a story, sing some songs, play a game and maybe do a dance...
After this it is time to do some activities and experiences inside the kinder room. There are so many fun things to do....

Computer  Clay Trains
Painting on the Easel
Games       The Invention Table
Sensory Play  Playdough       Listening Posts

And lots lots more!
When you are hungry you can choose to have your snack. You need to wash your hands, find your snack box and choose a seat at the snack table.

You can choose who you would like to eat your snack with and when! You need to have your snack before you are allowed to play outside.

It is very important that we eat our healthy “everyday food” first.

When you have finished eating it is your job to wipe down the table with a wipe, push your chair in and put your snack box back on the snack trolley.
When you have had your snack you are allowed to play outside in the front yard (as long as a teacher is with you).
Once everyone has had their snack we all go to the backyard for a play...
When it’s time to go back inside and get ready to go home, we pack up outside and go down to the waiting steps.
We then go inside to have a drink of water and go to the toilet before sitting on the mat.

We might read a story or sing some songs before we collect our snack boxes and sing our Goodbye Song.
Everybody stays sitting on the mat while the teachers open the kinder door to let your mums and dads inside to collect you.

When a teacher says your name you are allowed to stand up and leave the mat to greet your mum/dad (whoever is picking you up).

And then we do it all again next time you come to kinder.